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Class #2: HINDUISMClass #2: HINDUISM

The principle religion of India.The principle religion of India.

Approximately 900,000,000 Approximately 900,000,000 
adherents.adherents.

Began as animism/polytheismBegan as animism/polytheism

Evolved into Evolved into 
polytheism/pantheismpolytheism/pantheism

Syncretistic.  Hinduism is not a Syncretistic.  Hinduism is not a 
single religion.single religion. Ganesh: a Hindu deity

Son of Shiva

God of wisdom and 
intellect



Important Hindu TerminologyImportant Hindu Terminology
BrahmanBrahman = universal soul  = universal soul 
AtmanAtman = soul, essence. Atman is part of a  = soul, essence. Atman is part of a 
Brahman.Brahman.
MayaMaya = illusion   = illusion  
ReincarnationReincarnation = a disincarnated soul enters a  = a disincarnated soul enters a 
new body, starting a new existence new body, starting a new existence 
(samsara)(samsara)
ShaktiShakti = power = power
KarmaKarma = a principle of cause and effect = a principle of cause and effect
NirvanaNirvana = oneness with brahman = oneness with brahman
DharmaDharma = righteousness, teaching = righteousness, teaching



Principle gods of HinduismPrinciple gods of Hinduism
BrahmaBrahma - Chief god of the pantheon. - Chief god of the pantheon.
ShivaShiva  - God of destruction.   - God of destruction. 
Worshipped as a phallic symbol.Worshipped as a phallic symbol.
VishnuVishnu - Preserver and protector. - Preserver and protector.
KrishnaKrishna - The eighth emanation of  - The eighth emanation of 
Vishna.Vishna.
RamaRama - Seventh incarnation of  - Seventh incarnation of 
Vishna.  Hero of the Ramayana.Vishna.  Hero of the Ramayana.
DeviDevi - Chief female deity.  The power (shakti) that  - Chief female deity.  The power (shakti) that 
animates the cosmos.animates the cosmos.
Lakshmi Lakshmi - Female consort of Vishnu.  Goddess of - Female consort of Vishnu.  Goddess of 
prosperity.prosperity.

Lakshi



Krishna, Incarnation of deity

Rama,  Hero of the Ramayana



History of HinduismHistory of Hinduism
Aryan invasions about 1500 BCAryan invasions about 1500 BC
Early animistic religions of Indian subcontinent Early animistic religions of Indian subcontinent 
merged with Aryan/Persian religionmerged with Aryan/Persian religion
Gradually, a huge pantheon of gods distilled down Gradually, a huge pantheon of gods distilled down 
to the chief deities, Brahma, Vishnu and Shivato the chief deities, Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva



Scriptures of HinduismScriptures of Hinduism
VedasVedas - Poems. Ritualistic, priestly.  1500-1000   - Poems. Ritualistic, priestly.  1500-1000  
BC.  Especially the Rig Veda.  Usually includes BC.  Especially the Rig Veda.  Usually includes 
the Brahmanas written from 1000-800 BC.the Brahmanas written from 1000-800 BC.
UpanishadsUpanishads - Highly philosophical essays about  - Highly philosophical essays about 
Brahman, atman, transmigration of atman, Brahman, atman, transmigration of atman, 
karma and so forth.  800-600 BC.karma and so forth.  800-600 BC.
EpicsEpics (Ramayana, Mahabarata, Bhagavad Gita)   (Ramayana, Mahabarata, Bhagavad Gita)  
Mythic adventures of Rama, Krishna and others.Mythic adventures of Rama, Krishna and others.
PuranasPuranas -  Largely local legends, myths, many  -  Largely local legends, myths, many 
local deities.   AD 400-1000.  This is the local deities.   AD 400-1000.  This is the 
“scripture” of most local Hindus.“scripture” of most local Hindus.
TantrasTantras -  Religious discussions/teachings. -  Religious discussions/teachings.



Phases of HinduismPhases of Hinduism
VedasVedas – means wit or wisdom. Composed  – means wit or wisdom. Composed 
between 1500-1000 B.C. Four kinds:between 1500-1000 B.C. Four kinds:
➢ Rig VedaRig Veda (10 volumes) are psalms which have a  (10 volumes) are psalms which have a 

monothestic tinge. There was no doctrine of caste, monothestic tinge. There was no doctrine of caste, 
transmigation, pantheism, idol worship, widow burning transmigation, pantheism, idol worship, widow burning 
or infanticide (which we finder in later writings).or infanticide (which we finder in later writings).

➢ Sama VedaSama Veda (2 volumes) are more ritulistic moving  (2 volumes) are more ritulistic moving 
toward some of the above ideas.toward some of the above ideas.

➢ Yajur VedaYajur Veda (40 chapters) are much like the Sama  (40 chapters) are much like the Sama 
Veda section.Veda section.

➢ Atharva VedaAtharva Veda (30 volumes) contain incantations  (30 volumes) contain incantations 
addresses to gods and devils, prevailing among the addresses to gods and devils, prevailing among the 
lower classes and later also among the royal families.lower classes and later also among the royal families.



Phases of Hinduism Phases of Hinduism (cont.)(cont.)

BrahmasBrahmas – Composed between 1000-800 B.C.  – Composed between 1000-800 B.C. 
These were taken by preists from the Vedas and These were taken by preists from the Vedas and 
distorted to created a preistly aristocracy.distorted to created a preistly aristocracy.
➢ By prayer preists can control the gods.By prayer preists can control the gods.
➢ To appease the gods blood sacrifice is required. To appease the gods blood sacrifice is required. 
• In the early days humans were offered.In the early days humans were offered.
• Later it became a system of bargaining and extortion.Later it became a system of bargaining and extortion.

➢ As the preists gained power over the people the caste As the preists gained power over the people the caste 
system developed.system developed.

➢ The rich were taught they could bribe the gods which The rich were taught they could bribe the gods which 
lead to moral corruption.lead to moral corruption.

➢ All industries were paralyzed, social aspirations fustrated All industries were paralyzed, social aspirations fustrated 
and the national spirit was weakened.and the national spirit was weakened.



Caste SystemCaste System
A historical remnant of the Vedic system and the A historical remnant of the Vedic system and the 
interaction between the Aryans and the natives of the interaction between the Aryans and the natives of the 
subcontinentsubcontinent

Brahmins - the priestly (Aryan) Brahmins - the priestly (Aryan) 
classclass

Kshatriyas - The ruling class.Kshatriyas - The ruling class.
Kings, landlords, warriors.Kings, landlords, warriors.

Vaishayas - merchantsVaishayas - merchants

Shudras - servant/trade classesShudras - servant/trade classes

Untouchables – everyone elseUntouchables – everyone else



Phases of Hinduism Phases of Hinduism (cont.)(cont.)

UpanishadsUpanishads – Composed between 800-600 B.C. – Composed between 800-600 B.C.
They inquired into the mystery and problem of reality, They inquired into the mystery and problem of reality, 
the relation between the individual soul and the the relation between the individual soul and the 
universal soul, the origin of the world, and the hidden universal soul, the origin of the world, and the hidden 
causes of all things.causes of all things.

➢ First development of pantheism and the doctrines of First development of pantheism and the doctrines of 
transmigration (reincarnation).transmigration (reincarnation).

➢ System of philosphy for the higher class.System of philosphy for the higher class.
➢ Lead to aristocracy of the intellect.Lead to aristocracy of the intellect.
➢ Material universe is unreal (maya)Material universe is unreal (maya)
➢ Only Brahman exists and the man who knows that is truly Only Brahman exists and the man who knows that is truly 

wise and is saved by that knowledge.wise and is saved by that knowledge.



Phases of Hinduism Phases of Hinduism (cont.)(cont.)

Code of ManuCode of Manu – Composed between 500-100 B.C.  – Composed between 500-100 B.C. 
Manu means man and according to Hindu Manu means man and according to Hindu 
mythology, manu was the first man, a descendent mythology, manu was the first man, a descendent 
of Brahma. He is the Hindu Noah, ancestor of the of Brahma. He is the Hindu Noah, ancestor of the 
human race after the flood.human race after the flood.
➢ The Code embraces the destiny of men upon the earth The Code embraces the destiny of men upon the earth 

and also the rewards and punishments of the future life.and also the rewards and punishments of the future life.
➢ It contains 6 parts: (1) religious knowledge;                   It contains 6 parts: (1) religious knowledge;                   

(2) philosophy; (3) social rules and caste organization;      (2) philosophy; (3) social rules and caste organization;      
(4) criminal and civil laws; (5) systems of penance;       (4) criminal and civil laws; (5) systems of penance;       
(6) the doctrine of future rewards and punishments.(6) the doctrine of future rewards and punishments.

➢ It states that the Supreme Soul, the Self-Existent, desired It states that the Supreme Soul, the Self-Existent, desired 
to make beings of his own substance.to make beings of his own substance.



Phases of Hinduism Phases of Hinduism (cont.)(cont.)

Code of ManuCode of Manu – (cont.)  – (cont.) 
➢ With a thought, he created water and an egg or With a thought, he created water and an egg or 

productive seed. Then he was born from that seed in the productive seed. Then he was born from that seed in the 
form of Brahma. Thus the creator became the creation.form of Brahma. Thus the creator became the creation.

➢ The seed then divided in half and became the heaven The seed then divided in half and became the heaven 
above and the earth below.above and the earth below.

➢ Then he divided his own substance in half and became Then he divided his own substance in half and became 
half-male and half-female. half-male and half-female. 

➢ As man was created, he decided the quality or character As man was created, he decided the quality or character 
of each individual, as well as their call and occupation. of each individual, as well as their call and occupation. 

➢ The Brahmans (priests) were created from his mouth, the The Brahmans (priests) were created from his mouth, the 
Kshatriyas (warriors) form his arms, the Vaishyas Kshatriyas (warriors) form his arms, the Vaishyas 
(merchants) from his thigh, the Shudras (menial laborers, (merchants) from his thigh, the Shudras (menial laborers, 
servants, and slaves) were created from his feet.servants, and slaves) were created from his feet.



Phases of Hinduism Phases of Hinduism (cont.)(cont.)

Code of ManuCode of Manu – (cont.)  – (cont.) 
➢ The Code of Manu became an unbreakable fetter on the The Code of Manu became an unbreakable fetter on the 

people and engendered a sense of inequality which people and engendered a sense of inequality which 
fortified the institution of the caste system.fortified the institution of the caste system.

➢ One result of this philosophy was the dehuminizaton of a One result of this philosophy was the dehuminizaton of a 
large segment of the population. large segment of the population. 

➢ Since it was Brahma who determined each persons state Since it was Brahma who determined each persons state 
in life, no one was allowed to help others out or in life, no one was allowed to help others out or 
overcome any obsticles in their life since that was the will overcome any obsticles in their life since that was the will 
of Brahma.of Brahma.



Phases of Hinduism Phases of Hinduism (cont.)(cont.)

Bhagavad-Gita Bhagavad-Gita – means “Songs of the Blessed.” It – means “Songs of the Blessed.” It 
was a textbook of the Bhagavatas sect, who was a textbook of the Bhagavatas sect, who 
followed Bhakti-Marga, the way of devotional faith. followed Bhakti-Marga, the way of devotional faith. 
➢ It marks the start of New Hinduism.It marks the start of New Hinduism.
➢ Some think portions were created as early as 500 B.C. Some think portions were created as early as 500 B.C. 

but the version we have is from 200-300 A.D. but the version we have is from 200-300 A.D. 
➢ Ghandi used it for comfort and uplifting and it won a Ghandi used it for comfort and uplifting and it won a 

significant position among the modern intellectuals.significant position among the modern intellectuals.
➢ It combines threads from Sankhya, Yoga, Vedanta and It combines threads from Sankhya, Yoga, Vedanta and 

even some from Christianity.even some from Christianity.
➢ As such it is very inconsistent in its teachings and leads As such it is very inconsistent in its teachings and leads 

to contridictory conclusions.to contridictory conclusions.



Phases of Hinduism Phases of Hinduism (cont.)(cont.)

Bhagavad-Gita Bhagavad-Gita (cont)(cont)
➢ The composition is in the form of dramatic poems divided The composition is in the form of dramatic poems divided 

into three section: (1) the benefits of Yoga; (2) the into three section: (1) the benefits of Yoga; (2) the 
pantheistic doctrines of Vedanta; and (3) interweaving pantheistic doctrines of Vedanta; and (3) interweaving 
Sankhya doctrines with Vedanta.Sankhya doctrines with Vedanta.

➢ Many of the sentiments have also been borrowed directly Many of the sentiments have also been borrowed directly 
from the New Testament (from around the 3from the New Testament (from around the 3rdrd century). century).

➢ As a result of Christianity, Hindus believe in Krishna as a As a result of Christianity, Hindus believe in Krishna as a 
personal god manifested in the flesh. Krishna is a human personal god manifested in the flesh. Krishna is a human 
hero who promised his followers admission to his hero who promised his followers admission to his 
presence after death as rewards for their faith.presence after death as rewards for their faith.

➢ Some say Krishan was the incarnation of Vishnu in the Some say Krishan was the incarnation of Vishnu in the 
East and Christ was the same in the West. But of course, East and Christ was the same in the West. But of course, 
Christ was from the mid-east, not the West.Christ was from the mid-east, not the West.



Phases of Hinduism Phases of Hinduism (cont.)(cont.)

Puranas and TantrasPuranas and Tantras – Oral traditions may date to   – Oral traditions may date to  
500 B.C. but the written texts date from 400 A.D. 500 B.C. but the written texts date from 400 A.D. 
and were revised well up into the 1600's. Their and were revised well up into the 1600's. Their 
authorship is attributed to Dattreya, an incarnation authorship is attributed to Dattreya, an incarnation 
of the Hindu Trinity. of the Hindu Trinity. 
➢ The Puranas are ancient epics expounding a wide range The Puranas are ancient epics expounding a wide range 

of subjects. They have 5 themes in two parts.of subjects. They have 5 themes in two parts.
Part One contains mythology: (1) origianl creation Part One contains mythology: (1) origianl creation 
(sarya); (2) dissolution and recreation (prati sarya); (sarya); (2) dissolution and recreation (prati sarya); 
and (3) the period of Manus (Manvantaras)and (3) the period of Manus (Manvantaras)
Part Two contains traditional history: (4) ancient Part Two contains traditional history: (4) ancient 
genealogies of the gods and patriarchs (Vainsa); and   genealogies of the gods and patriarchs (Vainsa); and   
(5) accounts of persons in genealogies (5) accounts of persons in genealogies 
(Vamsyanuchasita).  (Vamsyanuchasita).  



Phases of Hinduism Phases of Hinduism (cont.)(cont.)

Puranas and TantrasPuranas and Tantras  (cont) (cont) 
➢ The Tantras develped from the Puranas. Some say The Tantras develped from the Puranas. Some say 

they degenerated into the Tantras. they degenerated into the Tantras. 
The word Tantra is made up by the joining of two The word Tantra is made up by the joining of two 
Sanskrit words tanoti (expansion) & trayati Sanskrit words tanoti (expansion) & trayati 
(liberation) which means liberation of energy and (liberation) which means liberation of energy and 
expansion of consciousness.expansion of consciousness.
It is a method to expand the mind & liberate the It is a method to expand the mind & liberate the 
dormant potential energy, and its principles form the dormant potential energy, and its principles form the 
basis of all YOGIC practices. Hence, the Hindu basis of all YOGIC practices. Hence, the Hindu 
Tantra scriptures refer to techniques for achieving a Tantra scriptures refer to techniques for achieving a 
result.result.
Hindus consider the tantras to be divine revelations Hindus consider the tantras to be divine revelations 
imparted by Śiva, the dark one of the Hindu Trinity.imparted by Śiva, the dark one of the Hindu Trinity.



Phases of Hinduism Phases of Hinduism (cont.)(cont.)

Puranas and TantrasPuranas and Tantras  (cont) (cont)   
The feature that has most intrigued and shocked The feature that has most intrigued and shocked 
observers—both Indian and Western—is that Tantra observers—both Indian and Western—is that Tantra 
practices enjoin the aspirant to either visualize sex practices enjoin the aspirant to either visualize sex 
or engage in acts of ritual intercourse. or engage in acts of ritual intercourse. 
The purpose of this conjugation, often depicted as The purpose of this conjugation, often depicted as 
the union of Siva and Shakti, is to reach Samadhi, a the union of Siva and Shakti, is to reach Samadhi, a 
blissful state of consciousness devoid of any sense blissful state of consciousness devoid of any sense 
of personal identity. of personal identity. 
Succeed, and not only do you turn your mind into a Succeed, and not only do you turn your mind into a 
“point of awareness,” as Ram Dass once put it, you “point of awareness,” as Ram Dass once put it, you 
obtain special powers (siddhis).obtain special powers (siddhis).



Phases of Hinduism Phases of Hinduism (cont.)(cont.)

Puranas and TantrasPuranas and Tantras  (cont) (cont)   
In an early form mothers would sacrifice their In an early form mothers would sacrifice their 
children to Kali, the consort of Siva.children to Kali, the consort of Siva.
Groups of “thugs” would engage in murder as a part Groups of “thugs” would engage in murder as a part 
of their worship (puja).of their worship (puja).
This later developed into all kinds of licentiousness.This later developed into all kinds of licentiousness.
The relationship of the human soul to the divine was The relationship of the human soul to the divine was 
described in the language of human love illustrated described in the language of human love illustrated 
with images even of sexual passion.with images even of sexual passion.
This lead to the forementioned sexual practices.This lead to the forementioned sexual practices.



Phases of Hinduism Phases of Hinduism (cont.)(cont.)

Transformation Transformation – Hinduism had three different – Hinduism had three different 
forms of transformation. forms of transformation. 
➢ BuddhismBuddhism – developed in reaction against the ridgid  – developed in reaction against the ridgid 

preistly Brahmas. preistly Brahmas. 
➢ JanismJanism – The only form of Buddhist ideas now left in  – The only form of Buddhist ideas now left in 

India. They reject the Vedas as Buddhism does and India. They reject the Vedas as Buddhism does and 
holds that life is essentially evil and painful.holds that life is essentially evil and painful.

➢ SikhismSikhism – Developed around 1500 by Guru Nanak to  – Developed around 1500 by Guru Nanak to 
try to reconcile Hinduism and Islam. Its distinct tenet is try to reconcile Hinduism and Islam. Its distinct tenet is 
monotheism, yet it accepts the existence of countless monotheism, yet it accepts the existence of countless 
gods and goddesses of Hinduism.gods and goddesses of Hinduism.



Philosophical Systems Philosophical Systems 
of Hinduismof Hinduism

Sankhya –Sankhya – reaction against idealistic monism of  reaction against idealistic monism of 
the Upanishads. Root of Gnosticism in the west.the Upanishads. Root of Gnosticism in the west.
Yoga –Yoga – means “yoking” which is the diversion of  means “yoking” which is the diversion of 
senses from external world to internal one.senses from external world to internal one.
Vedanta – Vedanta – means “the end of final aim of the means “the end of final aim of the 
Vedas.” Vedas.” 
Mimamsa –Mimamsa – signifies investigation and  signifies investigation and 
explination. Ritualistic sacrifice.explination. Ritualistic sacrifice.
Vaisheshika –Vaisheshika – Indian atomic theory. Indian atomic theory.
Nyaya –Nyaya – signifies “going into a subject,  signifies “going into a subject, 
investigating it analytically”investigating it analytically”



SankhyaSankhya

Atheistic – Atheistic – It rejects the Brahma, the One It rejects the Brahma, the One 
Universal Soul, as well as God and the need of Universal Soul, as well as God and the need of 
creation. “The root of all things is rootless.”creation. “The root of all things is rootless.”
Dualistic – Dualistic – It asserts two uncreated substances It asserts two uncreated substances 
(a) Prakriti – matter or nature(a) Prakriti – matter or nature
(b) Purusha – individual soul or spirit(b) Purusha – individual soul or spirit
Rationalistic – Rationalistic – It teaches that the root of all evil It teaches that the root of all evil 
and suffereing is ignorance, the lack of and suffereing is ignorance, the lack of 
knowledge to discern the absolute difference knowledge to discern the absolute difference 
between soul and matter. “No knowledge is between soul and matter. “No knowledge is 
equal to Sankya.”equal to Sankya.”



Sankhya Sankhya (cont)(cont)

Doctrine of SalvationDoctrine of Salvation
➔ While matter is subject to constant change and While matter is subject to constant change and 

decay, the soul is imperishable and unaffected decay, the soul is imperishable and unaffected 
by pleasure or pain.by pleasure or pain.

➔ The root cause of suffering is the connection of The root cause of suffering is the connection of 
these two.these two.

➔ The sole means of deliverance (salvation) is the The sole means of deliverance (salvation) is the 
knowledge that breaks the connection.knowledge that breaks the connection.

➔ Once obtained, death will deliver the soul to Once obtained, death will deliver the soul to 
“eternal unconsciousness.”“eternal unconsciousness.”



Yoga – Yoga – (Extension of Sankhya)(Extension of Sankhya)
Think Nothing –Think Nothing – Concentrate on one thought,  Concentrate on one thought, 
Tadaham, which means “I am that.”Tadaham, which means “I am that.”
Supreme Aim –Supreme Aim – Union with the Supreme Being. Union with the Supreme Being.
Stages of YogaStages of Yoga

1.1. Asana –Asana –  counting breaths and holding breath to counting breaths and holding breath to 
concentrate gaze on a definite point.concentrate gaze on a definite point.

2.2. Yoga-Nidra –Yoga-Nidra –  Yoga sleepYoga sleep
3.3. Trataka – Trataka – steadfast gaze upon a small object steadfast gaze upon a small object 

whch brings muscular rigidity.whch brings muscular rigidity.
4.4. Hatha-Yoga –Hatha-Yoga – obtaining magical powers obtaining magical powers
5.5. Raja-Yoga –Raja-Yoga – obtaining spiritual perfection obtaining spiritual perfection
6.6. Ddhyaba –Ddhyaba – attain “enlightenment” attain “enlightenment”



VedantaVedanta
Means - Means - “The end of final aim of the Vedas.”“The end of final aim of the Vedas.”
Pantheistic – Pantheistic – Agrees with Upanishads that the Agrees with Upanishads that the 
atman is identical with brahma. All is One, and atman is identical with brahma. All is One, and 
One is All.One is All.
Non-dualistic – Non-dualistic – Nothing really exists besides Nothing really exists besides 
Brahma. There is One only, without a second.Brahma. There is One only, without a second.
Salvation – Salvation – All is maya (illusion), which is the All is maya (illusion), which is the 
result of avidya (ignorance). By understanding result of avidya (ignorance). By understanding 
that “I am Brahma”, ignorance is banished, that “I am Brahma”, ignorance is banished, 
desire ceases, and the soul is delivered from desire ceases, and the soul is delivered from 
samsara, the cycle of birth and death. At death, samsara, the cycle of birth and death. At death, 
the wise is absorbed into Brahman.the wise is absorbed into Brahman.



MimamsaMimamsa
Means – Means – investigation and explination. It gives investigation and explination. It gives 
rules for correct interperation of the Vedic texts.rules for correct interperation of the Vedic texts.
Atheistic – Atheistic – The Vedas concen only things eternal The Vedas concen only things eternal 
and uncreated so no God is needed.and uncreated so no God is needed.
Karma Marga – Karma Marga – Salvation by works. The fole aim Salvation by works. The fole aim 
of “divine revelation” is to teach the doctrine of of “divine revelation” is to teach the doctrine of 
sacrifice through ceremonial observance.sacrifice through ceremonial observance.

The least mistake results in dire consequences.The least mistake results in dire consequences.
Does not depends on moral fitness and Does not depends on moral fitness and 
sincerety of the worshipper.sincerety of the worshipper.
Leads to preistly aristocracy and moral Leads to preistly aristocracy and moral 
corruption.corruption.



VaishehikaVaishehika
Origin – Origin – from Vishesa (difference) as they say the from Vishesa (difference) as they say the 
difference between atoms makes possible the difference between atoms makes possible the 
formation of the universe (200-400 A.D.)formation of the universe (200-400 A.D.)
An atomAn atom – is defined as something eternal, having  – is defined as something eternal, having 
no cause. no cause. 
This world was formed by some unseen force This world was formed by some unseen force 
(adrishta) derived from the woks and acts of a (adrishta) derived from the woks and acts of a 
previous world. Where that wold came from is previous world. Where that wold came from is 
unspecified.unspecified.
A new form of this philosophy inserts a god called A new form of this philosophy inserts a god called 
Isvara who directs the action of atom. Isvara who directs the action of atom. 



VaishehikaVaishehika
There are four chief characteristics:There are four chief characteristics:
➢ SecularisticSecularistic – It is favored by secual scholars rather  – It is favored by secual scholars rather 

than religious people.than religious people.
➢ AgnosticAgnostic – They acknowledge their ignorance in that  – They acknowledge their ignorance in that 

they do not perceive the Ultimate, the uncaused cause.they do not perceive the Ultimate, the uncaused cause.
➢ Atheistic Atheistic – They regard soul and matter to be uncreated – They regard soul and matter to be uncreated 

and eternal in nature. These eternal things, the cause and eternal in nature. These eternal things, the cause 
of non-eternal ones, are the atoms. of non-eternal ones, are the atoms. 

➢ PessimesticPessimestic – They believe that by continual wandering  – They believe that by continual wandering 
through numberless bodies, the souls are so weakened through numberless bodies, the souls are so weakened 
and exhausted that they need a long period of rest and and exhausted that they need a long period of rest and 
so a universal night spreads over the universe.so a universal night spreads over the universe.  



NyayaNyaya
The word Nyaya signifies “going into a subject, The word Nyaya signifies “going into a subject, 
investigating it analytically.” It is a science of investigating it analytically.” It is a science of 
logical proofs.logical proofs.
It is the lastest of six schools of Hindu philosophy, It is the lastest of six schools of Hindu philosophy, 
cheifly concerned with metaphysics.cheifly concerned with metaphysics.
It is an extension and moderization of the  It is an extension and moderization of the  
Vaisheshika system. It borrows from it the Vaisheshika system. It borrows from it the 
doctrines of atoms and the origin of the universe.doctrines of atoms and the origin of the universe.
It developed a theistic view but not a believe in a It developed a theistic view but not a believe in a 
personal God. personal God. 
It is founded upon the “Vaisheskhika-Nyaya It is founded upon the “Vaisheskhika-Nyaya 
Sutras.”Sutras.”



NyayaNyaya
It asserts four sources and means of knowledge:It asserts four sources and means of knowledge:  
(1) Perception - (1) Perception - PratyaksaPratyaksa (2) Inference –  (2) Inference – AnumanaAnumana  
(3) Analogy – (3) Analogy – UpamanaUpamana; (4) Credible Testimony – ; (4) Credible Testimony – SabdaSabda
Inference is seen as the only reliable means Inference is seen as the only reliable means 
which overshadows the other three, with 3 types:which overshadows the other three, with 3 types:
➢ Purvavat – Deductive, from cause to effectPurvavat – Deductive, from cause to effect
➢ Sesvant – Inductive, from effect to causeSesvant – Inductive, from effect to cause
➢ Samanyato drsta – Reasoned judgment from Samanyato drsta – Reasoned judgment from 

experience to something beyond the senses, only to be experience to something beyond the senses, only to be 
known in the abstract by jugdment.known in the abstract by jugdment.

It contains a five step method of logic instead of the three-It contains a five step method of logic instead of the three-
fold syllogism of Aristotle: Proposition, Cause, fold syllogism of Aristotle: Proposition, Cause, 
Exemplification, Racapitulation, and Conclusion.Exemplification, Racapitulation, and Conclusion.



NyayaNyaya
They believe that true knowledge leads to the They believe that true knowledge leads to the 
attainment of final emancipation, that is, the attainment of final emancipation, that is, the 
deliverence of the soul from the cycle of deliverence of the soul from the cycle of 
existence.existence.
But this school maintains consistent pessimismBut this school maintains consistent pessimism
It also advocates deliverence from the misery of It also advocates deliverence from the misery of 
emperical existence as the condition of absolute emperical existence as the condition of absolute 
unconsciousness as the supreme goal of human unconsciousness as the supreme goal of human 
endeavor.endeavor.
This school was adopted by Buddhism.This school was adopted by Buddhism.



Modern HinduismModern Hinduism

Yogic practicesYogic practices

Gurus (teacher), yogi Gurus (teacher), yogi 
(practitioners), sadhu (holy (practitioners), sadhu (holy 
men)men)

Transcendental MeditationTranscendental Meditation

Hare KrishnaHare Krishna

Paramahansa Yogananda



Hindu World ViewHindu World View
MayaMaya - The physical world is an illusion. - The physical world is an illusion.
BrahmanBrahman - Universal soul. - Universal soul.
AtmanAtman - When we die, atman is swallowed up in  - When we die, atman is swallowed up in 
BrahmanBrahman
The GoalThe Goal - Escape cycle of karma and  - Escape cycle of karma and 
reincarnationreincarnation
NirvanaNirvana - Oneness with the universal soul which is  - Oneness with the universal soul which is 
within yourself.within yourself.
The Hindu world view has man looking inward, not The Hindu world view has man looking inward, not 
outward.outward.



Hinduism and TimeHinduism and Time
Time is cyclic.  Time is cyclic.  There is a “wheel of time.”There is a “wheel of time.”
World is cyclically created by Brahma, sustained World is cyclically created by Brahma, sustained 
by Vishnu and destroyed by Shiva.by Vishnu and destroyed by Shiva.
Creative/destructive cycles called YugasCreative/destructive cycles called Yugas
A universe lasts for one Brahma day = A universe lasts for one Brahma day = 
4,320,000 years4,320,000 years
– Satya yuga (Krita yuga):- 1,728,000 Human years Satya yuga (Krita yuga):- 1,728,000 Human years 

(already past) (already past) 
– Treta yuga:- 1,296,000 Human years (already past) Treta yuga:- 1,296,000 Human years (already past) 
– Dwapar yuga:- 864,000 Human years (already past) Dwapar yuga:- 864,000 Human years (already past) 
– Kali yuga:- 432,000 Human years (5,110 years have Kali yuga:- 432,000 Human years (5,110 years have 

passed; 426,890 years remain). passed; 426,890 years remain). KaliyugaKaliyuga started in  started in 
3,102 B.C.; CE 2008 corresponds to 3,102 B.C.; CE 2008 corresponds to KaliyugaKaliyuga year  year 
5,110 5,110 



Hindism and Time (cont)Hindism and Time (cont)

One full cycle = One full cycle = 
100 “Brahma 100 “Brahma 
years”  311 years”  311 
trillion years.trillion years.

Then Brahma Then Brahma 
himself dies and himself dies and 
is rebornis reborn





Angkor Wat:  Mount Meru



Popular Hindu CosmologyPopular Hindu Cosmology

The earth is on the back of four 
elephants standing on top of a turtle, 
encircled by a serpent, swimming in a 
sea of milk…

The SutrasThe Sutras



Hindu CosmologyHindu Cosmology
Time is cyclic—like a snake that bites its 
own tail.

Remember, the world is not real.



Is The Hindu World View a Good One?Is The Hindu World View a Good One?
Is it true?Is it true?
– Hindu cosmology (cyclic time, earth on the back of four elephants Hindu cosmology (cyclic time, earth on the back of four elephants 

on a turtle swimming in a bowl of milk) is patently false.on a turtle swimming in a bowl of milk) is patently false.
– The physical world is real and it is good.The physical world is real and it is good.
– Evil is NOT an illusionEvil is NOT an illusion

Does it answer the important questions?Does it answer the important questions?
– It does better than postmodernism or naturalism!It does better than postmodernism or naturalism!

Does accepting this world view make one a Does accepting this world view make one a 
better person?better person?
– Debatable.  Better than naturalism.  Karma.  Self-focus and Debatable.  Better than naturalism.  Karma.  Self-focus and 

dispassion are not helpful.dispassion are not helpful.
– Suffering is not real.Suffering is not real.
– Evil is not real.Evil is not real.
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